Beautiful Birds
and Their Nests
Birds are fascinating animals who share many characteristic including
having feathers, two wings, hollow bones and laying eggs. Some eggs
are very colorful, some are covered with spots, yet others are drab and
plain so they blend into their environment. A bird egg has a hard shell
made mostly of calcium and a layer of hardened mucus. Inside the egg,
the developing chick receives nutrition from the yolk and the albumin, the
egg white. Most birds construct nests to protect their eggs, and then care
for the eggs and the hatchlings. The majority of bird species are devoted
parents; in most cases, both male and female care for young.
On the following pages you will find examples of different types of nests
that some of the birds here at Crystal Cove State Park construct during
the mating season. You can read a bit about the type of nest and the
design of the eggs and then color them if you want. On the final page you
will find drawings of some of our favorite feathered friends. You can color
them in their appropriate plumage or in any color and design you choose.

Have fun!

Osprey
Platform Nest
Ospreys build huge nests in tall
trees up to 75 feet high. Both
the male and female construct
the nests and often build them
amongst other Osprey couples.
The nests are just a bulky pile of
sticks, and may be used for years.
Eggs
Each of the eggs is unique and is a
combination of off-white to pinkish
or cinnamon, with mottled dark
brown or reddish speckles.

Anna’s
Hummingbird
Cup Nest
Hummingbird mamas build tiny,
tidy “cup nests” made of plant
fibers, spider webs and the soft
fuzz from sycamore leaves and
sometimes lined with feathers.
The females choose a horizontal
branch from 6-20 feet off the
ground often in oak, sycamore, or
eucalyptus trees, but they may use
vines, shrubs or even poison oak.
Eggs
Small white egg, between the
size of a “Tic Tac” and a “Good &
Plenty.”

Cactus Wren
Cavity Nest
Cactus Wrens love to build their
nest in cactus. The nest (built
by both sexes) is a bulky mass of
weeds, grass, twigs and lined with
feathers, animal hair, and plant
down. The nest is shaped like a
football (lying on its side) with an
entrance at one end which leads
down a narrow tubular passage to
the nest chamber.
Eggs
Pink to buff with reddish brown
spots.

Barn Swallow
Cup Nest
The Barn Swallow likes to nest in
sheltered spaces like the eaves
under a roof, under bridges, on
cliffs or in shallow caves. Both
male and female build the “cup
nests” using mud, mixing it with
grass and stems, and then lining
the nest with feathers and grass.
Egg
White eggs that are speckled with
reddish brown spots.

Hooded Oriole
Pendulous Nest
The Hooded Oriole starts its nest
by building a hanging pouch,
which it attaches firmly to a branch,
most likely in a palm tree. The nest
is tightly woven of plant fibers,
strips of bark, vine tendrils, grass,
yarn, and string, and then lined
with fine grass, plant down, and
hair.
Eggs
White with brown spots.

Western
Snowy Plover
Scape Ground Nest
The Snowy Plover nests on
open bare ground, sometimes
close to a grass clump or
piece of driftwood. The nest
is a simple shallow scrape
in the ground lined with
bits of shell, grass, pebbles,
and other debris. The nest,
and the bird for that matter,
blend in perfectly with the
environment.
Eggs
Sand colored background with
small light and dark brown spots
to keep the egg camouflaged.

California Quail
Ground Nest
California Quail scratch out hidden
hollows in the ground under tall grasses
or low-growing brush, against a tree
trunk or near rock formations. They will
also build a nest in a shrub or a tree if a
secure platform is available. The nest is
lined with grasses, leaves and feathers.
Eggs
Cream-colored with a variety of
speckles and spots splashed over the
shell. The eggs look like a child’s piece
of art.

Color
Me!

All nest and eggs were drawn by nature illustrator Dorian Yarnelson.
We thank him for contributing his amazing artistic talent.
We also thank graphic designer Brian Flynn for lending
us his expertise and designing this book with fun and flair.

